
SPEAKING OF…
DUNFERMLINE

An oral history project
for Dunfermline’s new
museum



We’re building a new museum, exhibition galleries, children’s
library and local studies centre alongside the world’s first
Carnegie sponsored free library.

Dunfermline Carnegie Library & Galleries will be a stunning
new visitor attraction with the local community at its very
heart.

Our museum collections will tell the story of Dunfermline’s
rich history and the town’s unique role as a centre of royal
and religious power.

“Speaking Of…” was set up to research and record people’s
stories to bring our museum objects to life.

The project is funded by Fife Council, the Heritage Lottery
Fund and Carnegie Dunfermline Trust. Fife Cultural Trust
will operate the new facility when it opens.

DUNFERMLINE CARNEGIE LIBRARY
& GALLERIES

SUPPORTED BY



Funded by Museums Galleries Scotland,
“Speaking Of… Dunfermline” was launched in
autumn 2014 with specially recruited volunteers
being trained by the Scottish Oral History Centre.
With the support of a behind the scenes team,
who summarised and transcribed recordings,
volunteers carried out over 90 local interviews.
They captured stories from miners, rock stars, bus
drivers and a former Provost, all of which will be
made available by Fife Cultural Trust for further
research. Some will feature in the museum
displays within Dunfermline Carnegie Library
& Galleries.

We’d like to thank all the volunteers involved in
the project as well as all the interviewees and
partners. Together we have created an archive
of stories which will be enjoyed for years to come
and will bring Dunfermline’s new museum to life.
This booklet gives you a taste of some of those
personal stories, illustrating the five museum
themes of industry; home life and shopping;
transport; recreation and conflict. This collection
of memories contributes to the wider social
history of Dunfermline and celebrates the people
who have shared them.

Katy Firth
Research and Activities Assistant
ON with Fife Cultural Trust
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SPEAKING OF…VOLUNTEERS
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Thank you to our fantastic volunteer team:

SPEAKING OF…VOLUNTEERS

David Simpson

Elaine Hogan

Fay Adamson

Margaret Davidson

Sandra Wilkinson

Dave Young

Muriel McKenzie

Morag Reid

Elma Doig

Jan Bagnall

Catherine Brown

Mandy Wilson

Elizabeth Jamieson

Fiona Shirkie

Margaret Kerr

Jenny Cook

Craig McNaughton

Cassondra Baglio

Lesley-Ann Cowcher

Pitreavie Guide Unit:

Lucy Petrie

Lucy Johnston

Jessica Blackwood

Katy Maxwell

Morven Duncan

Hannah Mclellan

Kaiya Garriock

Kodi Garriock

Trefoil Guild:

Wilma McInnes

Dorothy Wilson

Anne Baxter

Lydia Lawson
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SPEAKING OF…INTERVIEWEES
These are just some of the wonderful people who were interviewed.

Jess Cumming Alan Jordan, Tommy Wallace
and Watty Robertson (Red Hawks)

Victoria Elgin
(Countess of Elgin)

John Brown Brian Nelson James McInally Janet Thomson

Eddie Taylor Lady Martha Bruce Jim McRae George McDonald
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Kate Stewart Pat McGeechan William Livingstone Karen Johnston

SPEAKING OF…INTERVIEWEES
These are just some of the wonderful people who were interviewed.

Jane Roxburgh Elizabeth Woodhead Charmaine Johnston

William Moodie & Richard Bowman Cath Cunningham Margaret Logan
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During the 20th century, the mining and weaving industries were
two of Dunfermline’s largest employers. Here, miners re-live stories
of the dangerous and dirty conditions they worked in. Weavers
give us an insight into factory life and tell us of the important items
woven in the town such as the silk for HM Queen Elizabeth’s
wedding dress and the souvenir table cloth for her coronation.

INDUSTRIES THAT
SHAPED DUNFERMLINE

Helen and Fay are reunited with Henry Bosshardt (son of Winterthur’s Managing
Director, Walter Bosshardt) at the project celebration.

Helen Heggie was a warper, and Fay Mitchell, a weaver
at Winterthur’s silk factory in Dunfermline:
Fay: It was very noisy, of course, in the factory…
Helen: Shuttles, zzzt, zzzt, zzzt,
Fay: And then your heddles went up and down,
up and down.
Helen: That’s right, it was very noisy.
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SPEAKING OF… WEAVING

L: Jacquard loom R: Hay and Robertson’s factory

A jacquard loom, it’s a messy thing. There’s a lot of dirt
and rubbish comes off it. And this had to be perfect.
William Grieve on weaving a table cloth for the Queen

I got this job in Hay and Robertson’s: it was a tenter’s
apprentice. Now, the tenter was the mechanic that
looked after the looms… Hay and Robertson’s was one
of the last, if not the last [of the] steam driven factories.
When you went into Hay and Robertson’s, all along one
passage [were] these gigantic wheels… They had ropes
and they went from one to the other… they powered
the looms… The looms I worked on were the Jacquard
looms. They were the ones that needed the steam
power.

William Crossan
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I worked on the coal face for four,
five years on different runs, different
heights. I actually worked in the
splint. That was 3 foot high. You
worked on your knees for 8 hours a
day, and it’s not funny working on
your knees for 8 hours a day.

John Grieve (miner)

When [the waste] started to close, you
would feel the ground starting to move,
you would feel it shaking just like a gentle
earthquake… the vibration would get
worse and worse and worse and then the
whole ground would be bouncing then
and the roof would… PFOW! Down it
would come!

Robert Young (miner)

It was a dirty, rotten
environment, but the
camaraderie made up
for a’ that… Everybody
pulled together… you
looked after your mate
and he looked after you.

Patrick Rattray (miner)

SPEAKING OF… MINING
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As a young man, it was not pleasant.
It was quite scary. However… we
grew… a sixth sense, because you
learned to hear noises: creaks,
groans, timber, girders, steel girders
– they spoke to you.

Tony Smith, Crossgates Mines Rescue

My father was actually working that night
of the disaster in 1939. I was only five…one
of my brothers was actually one of the
ones that went down the mine to bring up
people that was injured… My father lived
for about six months or something after
the disaster… it was gas poisoning.

Johnstone Little, talking about
the Valleyfield Disaster

My gran lost her
husband, a brother, a
brother-in-law, and
her other brother was
a survivor and he
testified at the inquest.

Kate Stewart on the
Valleyfield disaster

SPEAKING OF… MINING
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Dunfermline and the surrounding area have changed vastly
since the end of the First World War. The decline of the
weaving industry and a turbulent period for coal mining have
had a knock-on effect on domestic life, whilst the town has
experienced rapid development since the 1950s. In the new
museum we look at how our homes changed during the 20th
century. Here, local residents tell us about their home lives.

DUNFERMLINE’S HOMES

They had just finished building Trondheim Parkway, and
we moved round there and that was brilliant because
it… had mod-cons like under floor heating, which was
unheard of, in the living room and the hall way. And in
winter time it was great because you used to come
home and my mum had a fire-side rug and I used to put
my feet underneath it and the warmth from the under
floor heating was nice and toasty warm.

Anne Baxter
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SPEAKING OF… HOME LIFE

Typical Dollytown House 1961.
Photo courtesy of R. Whitehead

They were given a house in
Dollytown… they were like prefabs…
little [rectangular] houses with flat
roofs… A sweet little house with little
crab-apple trees in the garden. My Dad
grew vegetables round the back.

Barbara Dickson

They were good old days. In that village in Low Valleyfield…
every Saturday night, my old Uncle would sit out the
back steps and we used to sing songs… that was an old
tradition… He used to come out with his box and we’d sit
on the stairs… Our door at Low Valleyfield was never
locked… They were good times.

John Brown
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Children at Low Valleyfield, 1948



Firstly my memory was the gas boiler
for washing, with the light underneath…
and then my mother managed to get
one of the first washing machines,
it was a Hoover Keymatic. It was
turquoise with a sloping front.

Vivien Skinner

There was a little row… Melville Place,
in Dunfermline and my Aunt had a
house there… and of course, as a
child, like, you want the toilet. Out
the door, along the front of the house,
down the side of the house, at the
back of the house. I was appalled. I’d
never seen anything like it in my life!
I really hadn’t, because I’d lived in
Rosyth all my life.

Maureen Wrightson on outside toilets
in Dunfermline

I can remember the big
range, the big black range,
with the fire and the kettle
sitting there constantly…
that was in Golfdrum
Street.

Fiona Moore

SPEAKING OF… HOME LIFE
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You learned your trade at the tables,
ken, fae the old boys…I was six
months scrapin’ tins…and then I just
got onto the tables. I’d maybe help
with the snowballs or the Danish
pastries.

William Scott on his apprenticeship
as a baker at Stephens Bakery

During the school holidays as a youngster
I can remember… during the day… helping
prepare potatoes to be chipped... We
used to have to wear rubber aprons and
wellington boots, and the wellington
boots came up to my thighs! But I
thoroughly enjoyed it.

Norma Alari on helping in her father’s
chip shop

I was out delivering milk… from that
dairy in Pittencrieff Street… pint, or
half pint or two pints… you walked
and carried the cans. That was when
I was at school like, and the wage was
five shillings a week.

Jim Crombie on delivering milk
during World War One

SPEAKING OF… SHOPS & SHOPPING
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Dunfermline’s proximity to the River Forth presented a series
of challenges and opportunities to 20th century travellers.
Linked only by boat and rail until the 1960s, the building of the
Forth Road Bridge united the two sides of the river and
changed the town forever. Here, people tell us their memories
of crossing the Forth and other favourite ways to travel.

TRANSPORT

My granny used to stay in Rosyth, so if we went down to
Rosyth we would go on the tram. And as you notice on the
trams there was no roof on the upstairs, they were all
open…and we used to be able to pull the leaves off the trees!
We were vandals! We used to go down to my Granny’s and
get the tram back and in those days it would probably cost
about half a penny to go there, you know?

George McDonald
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SPEAKING OF… TRANSPORT

I used to come across to
go to the ice hockey on
a Monday night… I was
lucky when I was cycling
back and forward, because
Bill had friends on the
ferry… and on cold winter
nights, I was able to get
down beside the heat
[in the engine room].

Elizabeth Woodhead

You used to go down to North Queensferry and get the ferry
across… they were pretty smart wee boats at that time… They
were busy, they were always busy… an awful lot of people went
from Fife to Edinburgh, and especially the younger ones went
there to go to the dancin’.

James Downie
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Nobody had any cars, and
you could go out and play
in the street. You played
rounders in the street.
You never had to stop ‘cause
cars came down, ‘cause
deliveries were all by horse
and cart, you know, the milk
delivery, the co-op bread
van and that sort of thing.

Jane Roxburgh



Folk come on the bus [it] wis:
“A return tae Cowdenbeath and
wan fur the pram and wan fur the
dug” ‘cause you hid to pay for a’
that when we were on the buses.

Isabella Finlayson (Kelty clippie)

When we were kids, we knew how to get on and off a moving
bus... You know to time it right… you wanted to get on first so
you’re hanging on by the fingernails, you know, hanging on to
the bar until the bus stopped… There was certainly an art in
getting on and off them.

Eddie Taylor

You hid to ask them where
they were going, fir to gie
them a ticket for that
destination. And I’d say to
them: “Where you going
dear?” and she’d say
“My Sisters.” and I says
“Where’s your sister stay?”
“Ah’m no tellin’ ye!” That’s
the kinda thing they’d say,
ye ken!

Richard Bowman
(bus driver)

SPEAKING OF… TRANSPORT
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On a Sunday afternoon there was no
Gyle to go to… you went for a Sunday
walk and our Sunday walk from Rosyth
was… up to Masterton… along Aberdour
Road, down into Inverkeithing and back
into Rosyth… and now it’s all houses…
I’ve always walked, because we did.
There was nothing else to do.

Maureen Wrightson

I recall motorists in their droves later queuing at the toll booths
to hand over their half crowns to handsel the new structure and
to be able to say “I was among the first to cross the Forth Bridge
after the Queen.”

William Livingstone reporting on the Forth Bridge Opening
for the Dunfermline Press

We were laying the deck
that the road went on…
It was a hairy job, but
I enjoyed it. There
werenae so many safety
things in these days.

Les Wood on building
the Forth Road Bridge

SPEAKING OF… TRANSPORT
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Dunfermline folk know how to have fun. From skiffle bands in
the 50s to rock stars in the 70s, Dunfermline has nurtured top
musical talent. As well as our famous football club, the town
has also fostered Commonwealth and Olympic athletes. Local
people share their memories of gala days, hobbies, music and
nights out.

RECREATION AND LEISURE

I kinda stumbled into this. It wasnae like: “Oh, I wanna
be a rock ‘n’ roll star”…you know, we got interested in
music, and Pete got a guitar.

Dan McCafferty, Nazareth
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Former Provost Les Wood, his wife Sheena and the rock band Nazareth at the City
Chambers in 1978 – courtesy of Dunfermline Press



SPEAKING OF… RECREATION & LEISURE

I signed for a team called Townhill Boys Club in Dunfermline as a
striker, when I was 13… [Mum] saved up to get my first pair of
boots eh, so I could play – £1.17s.6d… out of the Co-op… Top Dog
Continentals. Jim Leishman
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The Gala day was a big occasion… we used
to look forward to it… we went to the public
park… there would be about 15 bands… there
was about three thousand children there, you
know! And the bands used to march down
the High Street and into the Glen.
George McDonald

Everybody had knitted cardigans, everybody
had to get a blazer for the Gala…You used to
get them in Wilkies and the Store.
Margaret Logan

We always got a new dress and new sandals
for the Gala and woe betide you if you
scuffed those sandals. Fiona Moore

Photo courtesy of Dunfermline Press

Volunteer Catherine Brown
(centre) at the Gala with
Mary Ferguson (L) and
Elizabeth Beattie (R) in
the early 1950s



My friends and I used to go to the
Kinema ballroom, where the Red Hawks
played, and in those days all the girls sat
along one side and the boys came up and
asked you if you wanted a dance or a soft
drink as it was then, in the time of the jive
and the twist and all that sort of thing.
Marlene Hutcheson

We were in the Brucefield Hotel…
[my school friends] volunteered me
to get up and sing… so I got up and I
borrowed a guitar and I sang a song,
and I was absolutely terrified.

Barbara Dickson

You had kinda two options, you could either
go down the pit, or go down the dockyard…
the dockyard was an amazing place for me,
because at dinner time, there was about seven
or eight different bands o’ different ages and
different genres would congregate in the
dockyard canteen.

Bruce Watson, Big Country

SPEAKING OF… RECREATION & LEISURE
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Marlene and Jim Hutcheson,
who met in Winterthur’s silk factory

Photo Credit: Brian Aris



There was the Kinema, the Cinema, the
Alhambra… and where the Regal was,
there was the Olympia… and down
Guildhall Street…was La Scala. They
were the picture houses… That was
right after the [First World] War.

Jim Crombie

I’ll never forget walking into that Olympic
stadium in Rome… all these crowds. It was
a wonderful atmosphere… I swam in the
4x100m freestyle relay and we were fifth
in the final… we weren’t expected to reach
the final.

Christine Braund

The other [dockyard] apprentices persuaded me to go to a
Valentine dance in the Masonic Hall in Admiralty Road, and I
saw this young band there, called The Falcons. They’d just
started up… so I went out that week and I bought a sax… and
the following week I was in the band. Trevor Forster, The Falcons

At the ice rink, we did wear short skirts…
they were short for those days. There was
quite a few professionals at the ice rink…
they came and they gave demonstrations…
They would arrange to teach you…and
there was music played too.

Helen Nugent

SPEAKING OF… RECREATION & LEISURE
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Catherine Brown, Trefoil Guild member and project volunteer
passed on her oral history skills to eight Pitreavie Guides.
Trefoil Guild members, who have been involved in Girl Guiding
for decades, swapped stories with the Guides from 2015.
The girls also interviewed other members of the guiding
community around Dunfermline.

SPEAKING OF... GUIDING

Doing all the Guiding, I think it
added a lot to my life… I think
it made me into a caring person
because I did Brownies and
Guides.

Isobel Garriock (interviewed
by her Granddaughters)
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Isobel as a Tawny Owl in 1965

The Pitreavie Guide Unit with the Carnegie Trefoil Guild and Cassondra Baglio,
a museum work experience student (centre, kneeling)



People in Dunfermline felt particularly vulnerable during the
Second World War. The proximity of both the naval dockyard at
Rosyth and the Navy coordination centre at Pitreavie Castle
meant that children were evacuated and air raids were a constant
threat. Here are some poignant memories from Dunfermline’s
home front.

DUNFERMLINE IN CONFLICT
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Well, can I stress that I wasn’t frightened, because I, as a child, I
didn’t analyse the fact that, oh, we could be killed… but you could
sense the concern, the fear… I have a memory of the explosions,
the noise, the planes… I remember my Dad lifting me up from the
floor to look out the window and my mother saying “Andrew!
Andrew! Bring her down!”… and my Dad saying; “she might as
well see it.” And I did and it was explosions and it was flames and
planes whizzing down beside you.

Jane Roxburgh, whilst on the train stuck on the Forth Rail Bridge
during the first air raid of World War Two.



The First War come on at that time.
Pittencrieff School was closed. The army
used it, and we went to McLean School for
half a day. We were in the morning one
week and the afternoon the second week.

Jim Crombie

During the playtime one winter time
during the war, a Walrus… a bi-plane
flew over the school… very, very low…
and I threw a snowball at it… When I
got home at night my father says to
me… “There’s an aeroplane crashed on
the golf course” and I was terrified to
tell him I flung a snowball at it, ‘cause
I thought I had knocked it down.

William Grieve

We met in the King’s Cellar… in Limekilns. And it was the air raid
shelter. And I had the Guides in there and the sirens went off. And
I thought “What do I do now?” Because how do I let the parents
know the Guides are alright? Luckily the all clear went just before
the end of the meeting. Lady Martha Bruce

SPEAKING OF… DUNFERMLINE IN CONFLICT
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Guides in Limekilns



Course, the poor old lady, got the telegram [and]
collapsed. I knew her son, because he was only
19 I think, or 20 and I knew him because of being
in Rosyth. And that was the worst telegram that
I ever delivered.
Ernest Perks on delivering telegrams during
World War Two.

You shouldnae talk about it being
beautiful but it was… It was the Germans
trying to bomb the Forth Bridge and my
Dad says “Now I’m letting you out of the
shelter just to see this...” It was one of the
Germans had to jump from his plane and
it was beautiful seeing him floating down.

Jane Beveridge

Then of course came 1936…
the dockyard opened… The odd
thing is when he [step-father]
came back to Inverkeithing and
started on the ship breaking…
the scrap metal was going to
Germany. And I remember he
told me at the time, he says:
“We’re breaking up all these
ships and sending all the scrap
to Germany so they can throw it
back at us.” The rumours of war
was on then. David Gray

SPEAKING OF… DUNFERMLINE IN CONFLICT
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A bank note salvaged from a German
ship at Rosyth

Public notice warning people
to avoid windows in a raid.



One of them [wardens] was a
Mr. Simpson. He says “You know what
I miss, I miss pancakes.” I says “You
miss pancakes?!” I thought, what a
funny thing to miss in war time. He says
“Oh I like my pancakes… but we don’t
get the sugar to get it.” Of course,
everything was rationed. However, I
had a brother-in-law who was a grocer,
and of course he got me sugar! So on
a Thursday I made pancakes.

Jane Beveridge

We heard this shouting, Evron and I, and it
was coming from the direction of the race
park… there was this arm waving… We
could see the parachute… when we got
there Evron says “He’s a German!”… The
aircraft had been hit… he was a gunner…
what we tried to do was to… get him out of
this parachute, because it was all wrapped
around him.

Childhood memory – William Crossan

Of course, being laddies we had to look for
relics, and we found some pieces of shrapnel,
which we took home. I don’t think our parents
were too happy about us bringing shrapnel
home from a German bomb, but we did.

George Robertson
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WE’D LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING
INTERVIEWEES FOR SHARING THEIR STORIES
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Irene Ferguson
John and Rosemary Grieve
Jess Cumming
Lorna Dunlop
Jim and Marlene Hutcheson
Helen Nugent
Gillian Wallace
George Raeburn
Anita Segar
Lily Millar
Alan Jordan
Tommy Wallace
Watty Robertson
Ernie Schellenberg
James Boyd
Robert Saddler
Kerr Doig
Barbara Unwin
William Grieve
Alan Lauder
William Crossan
Ian Ross
James McInally
David Gray
Kenneth Jackson
Trevor Forster
William Scott
Pete Agnew
Dan McCafferty
Fiona Moore
Ernest Perks
Robert Allan
Tony Smith
Brian Nelson
Raymond Thomson
Eddie Taylor
Johnstone Little
Patrick Rattray
Bruce Watson
Victoria Elgin (Countess of Elgin)
Norma Alari
John Brown
Lady Martha Bruce
Les Wood

Isobel Garriock
Vivien Skinner
Jim Crombie
Jim Leishman
Alexander Russell
James Downie
Jane Beveridge
Jim McRae
Maureen Wrightson
David West
Kate Stewart
Pat McGeechan
William Livingstone
George Robertson
Jane Roxburgh
Dorothy Wilson
Lydia Lawson
Anne Baxter
Wilma McInnes
Catherine Brown
William and Elizabeth Woodhead
Richard Bowman
Cath Cunningham
Margaret Logan
Robert Young
Barbara Dickson
William Moodie
Charmaine Johnston
Karen Johnston
Isabella Finlayson
Janet Thomson
George McDonald
Colin Robertson
Helen Heggie
Fay Mitchell
Christine Braund
Lucy Petrie
Lucy Johnston
Jessica Blackwood
Katy Maxwell
Morven Duncan
Hannah Mclellan
Kaiya and Kodi Garriock
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Volunteers receiving training from the Scottish Oral History Centre, including getting to
grips with sound recorders.
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We hope you enjoy reading the memories shared
within this booklet. These small snippets are just
the tip of the iceberg of our oral history archive,
and were published as a taster to whet your
appetite. There were many more interviewees,
and many more stories, far too many to include
in such a publication. You can listen to some of
these online at: www.onfife.com/speakingof

All of the oral histories will be made available by
Fife Cultural Trust for further research. Some of
the recordings will feature in the museum displays
at Dunfermline Carnegie Library & Galleries.

If you have any comments, questions or feedback,
please get in touch.

Email: MuseumTeam.DCLG@onfife.com

Tel: 0345 1 555 555 ext: 492780

@ONat DCLG www.facebook.com/ONatDCLG


